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BOSPHORUS BOAT TOUR ISTANBL 
Golden Horn  - Egyptian Bazaar – Bosphorus Boat trip 

 

TOUR CODE        -   IST19 

TOUR DAYS         -  EVERY DAY  ( Acording the availabelty weather conditions ) 
 

 

Itinerary     
 

Meet your guide in hotel lobby at 08:30 am  to start our tour in Istanbul. 

Visit Saint Sophia - End of the tour transfer to hotel. 

 

 

Places To Visit 
 

Golden Horn -  Drive to by bus to Golden Horn As a natural and extremely secure harbor, the 

Golden Horn has played an important role in the development of Istanbul. The inlet separates the 

European shore into two. It is approximately 8 km long, and the widest part is the entrance from the 

Bosphorus. Two streams drain into this inlet at its far end. 

 

 

Egyptian Bazaar   - We start the tour in the Egyptian Bazaar: It is a very colorful market with its 

oriental fragrant oriental atmosphere that specializes in typical products such as spices, desserts 

and nuts. 

 

Bosphorus Cruise  Boarding the boat for a cruise along the Bosporus. Our journey continues with 

magnificent view of the Istanbul Strait that separates Asian and European lands  We are completing 

our boat tour by taking pictures and watching the Midan tower on the Asian and European sides, 

Dolmabahçe Palace, Çıragan Palace, Ortakog Mosque, Kuleli Military School, Beylerbeyi Palace, 

Rumeli Fortress and beautiful private villas. 

At the end of the bosphorus cruise, continues to  Eyup Sultan Mosque, 

  

  

Prices   
 

Regular Bosphorus Tour  Prices  

Per person        : 40  USD 

Child 07 over    . Full payment 

Language         : English 

Group               : Mix group  approx. 100 -200 pax 

 

 

- Please kindly contact us for your group requests 

 

 

Prices includes 
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- Transfer pick-up and drop back to your hotel or Istanbul Port. 

- All Entrance Fees 

- Professional licenced tour guide 

- Private air-conditioned transportation, parking and VAT. 

 

 

 

          (AT-10/06/2019) 
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